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Abstract

Geographic data, stored and processed in a GIS, form a conceptual model of the
real world. The abstraction of the real world to construct the conceptual model
unavoidably results in differentiation between objects of the real world and their
representation in GIS (i.e., computer).

Since classical set theory is used in conventional GIS software systems to model
uncertain real world, the natural variability in the environmental phenomena can
not be modeled appropriately. Because, pervasive imprecision of the real world is
unavoidably reduced to artificially precise spatial entities when the conventional
crisp logic is used for modeling.

In this study, a system to enhance commercial GIS software, namely ArcGIS r©,
with fuzzy set theory is designed and implemented. The proposed system allows
users to (a) incorporate human knowledge and experience in the form of linguis-
tically defined variables into GIS-based spatial analyses, (b) handle imprecision in
the decision-making processes, and (c) approximate complex ill-defined problems in
decision-making processes and classification.

1 Introduction

Geographic Information Systems (GIS) are computer-based systems that store
and process (e.g. manipulation, analysis, modeling, display, etc.) spatially ref-
erenced data at different points in time [1]. Geographic data, stored and pro-
cessed in a GIS, form a conceptual model of the real world [1]. The abstraction
of the real world to construct the conceptual model unavoidably results in dif-
ferentiation between objects of the real world and their representation in GIS
(i.e., computer) [2,3]. Since the classical set theory used in a conventional GIS
is inadequate to express natural variability in the environmental phenomena
[2], there will often be meaningful discrepancies between reality and its rep-
resentation [4]. Because, the reality is forced into rigid data storage formats
[4].
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Since pervasive imprecision of the real world is unavoidably reduced to ar-
tificially precise spatial entities when the conventional crisp logic is used for
modeling, an alternative approach fuzzy set theory, which provides a formal
framework to represent and reason with uncertain information, can be used
to model the real world. In this study, a commercial GIS software namely
ArcGIS, which is a major GIS desktop system, is enhanced with fuzzy set
theory.

Component Object Model (COM) environment is used for developing fuzzy
inference system for ArcMap, where COM is a protocol that connects one
software component, or module, with another and defining the manner by
which objects interact through an exposed interface. The implementation of
the fuzzy inference system tool for a commercial GIS product, ArcMap is
divided into two parts:

(1) Fuzzy Inference Engine implementation,
(2) Fuzzy Inference System Module implementation.

The general architecture design and workflow of the fuzzy inference system
for cell-based information modeling is shown in Fig. 1. Commercial GIS appli-

Fig. 1. Architectural design and workflow of Fuzzy Inference System for GIS.

cation uses Fuzzy Inference System through public interface defined by Fuzzy
Inference System Module. The interface is a collection of logically related op-
erations that define some behavior [5]. However, commercial GIS application
and Fuzzy Inference System act as two separate applications.

Fuzzy Inference System is designed as an ActiveX module. Within the Fuzzy
Inference System Module, precompiled libraries Fuzzy Inference Engine and
ESRI ArcObjects Library are used. Since Component Object Model (COM)
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environment is used, applications can interact with objects only through their
public interfaces.

ESRI applications are COM clients; their architecture supports the use of soft-
ware components that adhere to the COM specification [6]. Hence, components
can be built with different languages including Visual Basic and Visual C++,
and these components can then be added to the applications easily. Visual
Basic and Visual C++ are used to create COM components to enhance the
functionality of cell-based information modeling in the form of extensions. An
extension is a component or a set of components that implements an interface
that is expected by the application and registers itself with the application so
that it may be loaded at the appropriate time. End-users can control what
pieces of functionality are installed on a machine or loaded at run time. ArcGIS
provides developers the key benefit of standard mechanisms for plugging ex-
tensions and other components into the system [6].

The developed system can be viewed as a scheme for capturing experts’ knowl-
edge on a specific problem. Through the use of linguistic variables, experts’
experiences in the problem domain, even though they naturally involve im-
precision, are converted to fuzzy rules. Therefore, the proposed system allows
users to handle imprecision in the decision-making process by knowing only
the fuzzy logic background. Easy to use graphical user interfaces (GUIs) en-
able users to define fuzzy rules without necessarily knowing all the underlying
concepts of the fuzzy set theory [7].

2 Applications

2.1 Decision Making

One of the main tasks in GIS is making decisions using information from dif-
ferent layers. The decision-making is affected by many factors and sometimes
needs many criteria. In numerous situations involving a large set of feasible
alternatives and multiple, conflicting and incommensurate criteria, it is dif-
ficult to state and measure these factors and criteria [8]. Indeed most of the
information about the real world contains uncertainties.

In conventional decision-making process, a common type of operation is thresh-
old model. For each of the criterion the study area is classified into two sub-
regions describing whether a property value of a specific location is in the
defined limit values or not. Then, maps produced for each criterion are over-
laid using logical connectives (i.e., Boolean overlay). Each criterion can be
weighted based on their importance to decision-maker. Such models can cause
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Fig. 2. Slope map of the study area.

Fig. 3. Roads and proximity to roads.

problems since they are inherently rigid. On the other hand, the developed
system can be used to make decisions capturing uncertain information using
fuzzy set methodologies. In the sequel a set of criteria is used to select suitable
sites for industrial development.

For example, to select suitable locations for industrial development humans
may pose criteria such as “If site has flat or gentle slope and if site is close
to roads and town then site is suitable for industrial development”. To com-
prehend and make decisions based on these vague terms is simple for humans.
However, the conventional GIS cannot answer such vague questions. The exact
Boolean criteria for the industrial development site selection is:

Site is suitable if (slope <= 20%) and (distance to road <= 1000 m)

and (distance to town <= 5000 m). (1)

Associated input raster maps are: “slope map” is depicted in Fig. 2, “prox-
imity to roads” is depicted in Fig. 3, and map showing “proximity to town”
is depicted in Fig. 4. To find Boolean answer to site selection problem, first
for each criterion (i.e., slope, distance to road and distance to town) a map
containing 0s and 1s is produced. Pixel values that are less than the threshold
values are assigned one in the output map and zero otherwise. Second, these
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Fig. 4. “Proximity to town” raster map for decision-making process.

three maps are overlaid using logical AND operation to produce the overall re-
sult. Boolean result is depicted in Fig. 5(a). The proposed system can be used
to find fuzzy answer to site selection problem. The proposed system has inter-
faces required to define hedges, define input and output linguistic variables,
form fuzzy if-then rules, set the fuzzy model properties and other utility func-
tions (e.g., saving designed fuzzy model to a file, selecting output file format
and output file directory etc.). And this system allows using vague definitions
in the criteria. Hence, the rule listed is used to approximate conceptual model
of the problem in expert’s opinion (i.e., human cognition) and generate fuzzy
answer to site selection problem:

IF slope is flat or

slope is gentle and

distance to road is close and

distance to town is close

THEN site is suitable. (2)

Rule (2) approximates what industrial site selection problem means to user by

(a) (b)

Fig. 5. (a) Result of Boolean analysis for suitable sites. (b) Fuzzy result to site
selection problem using one rule.
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using linguistic terms instead of precise numerical values. As it is seen, rule is
very similar to the criteria posed by the experts in the domain. Membership
functions for linguistic terms are depicted in Fig. 6. Membership functions can
be chosen by the user arbitrarily based on user’s experience, hence the mem-
bership functions for two user could be quite different depending upon their
experiences and perspectives. Before starting to design membership functions,
associated input raster maps are added to a map in the ArcMap (Fig. 7).

To define input linguistic variable “Slope”, linguistic variable name “Slope” is
written to field linguistic variable name, variable type is set to “Raster”, its
status is selected as “Input” from the list, minimum and maximum values for
the linguistic variable are written and associated input raster map is selected
from the list. Membership functions for the linguistic variable “Slope” are
added as shown in the Fig. 8.

After designing membership functions (Fig. 9), defined linguistic variable is
added to linguistic variable list. Other input and output linguistic variables
are defined in the same way. Membership functions for linguistic terms are
depicted in Fig. 10, Fig. 11 and Fig. 12.

In the second step, rule approximating industrial site selection problem is
formed by selecting linguistic variable name, hedge, linguistic term and logical
connective from the associated lists. Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 depict scenes while
defining if-part of the rule. Consequent part of the rule is formed as shown in
Fig. 15.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 6. Membership functions for (a) “flat” and “gentle” slope, (b) “close to roads”,
(c) “close to town”, and (d) “suitability”.
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Fig. 7. Input raster maps.

Fig. 8. Adding membership functions to linguistic variable “Slope”.
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Fig. 9. Membership functions for linguistic variable “Slope”.

Fig. 10. Membership functions for linguistic variable “Distance to Road”.
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Fig. 11. Membership functions for linguistic variable “Distance to Town”.

Fig. 12. Membership functions for linguistic variable “Site”.
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Fig. 13. Selecting linguistic terms for linguistic variable “Slope”.

Fig. 14. Selecting linguistic terms for linguistic variable “Distance to Town”.
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Fig. 15. Defining consequent part of the rule.

Fig. 16. Selecting model properties.

Third step involves selecting implication and aggregation methods, defuzzifi-
cation type and conjunction and disjunction operators from the lists (Fig. 16).
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Fig. 17. Setting output directory and output file format.

After selecting output directory for fuzzy result and output file format (Fig.
17), model is executed to generate fuzzy answer to industrial site selection
problem. Fuzzy result is depicted in Fig. 5(b). It is easily seen that fuzzy
result provides a result set of locations whose attribute values partially satisfy
the constraints, whereas Boolean result provides only a set of locations whose
attribute values satisfy all constraints. Locations satisfying all constraints are
assigned to unity and others are assigned to zero when the underlying logic in
GIS is crisp logic. For instance, locations that are not close to town are not
included to the Boolean result set. Hence, locations that fail to satisfy criteria
“distance to town <= 5000 m” even with 1 m are excluded from the result
set disregarding their slope and closeness to roads. Consider location labeled
A in Fig. 5(b). Location A has properties as listed:

slope = 3%

distance to roads = 300 m

distance to town = 4953.1 m

Location A is assigned to 1 in the Boolean result map indicating it is a suit-
able location because properties of location A are in the defined threshold
values. Another location near to point A is labeled as A′ and has the following
properties:

slope = 2.1%
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distance to roads = 190 m

distance to town = 5045 m

Since distance to town is a little bit higher than the defined threshold value,
location A′ fails to satisfy the Boolean criteria. Therefore to indicate location
A′ is not a suitable location, 0 is assigned to location A′ in the Boolean result
map. Location A′ has even better slope value and more close to road but it is
classified as unsuitable location based on value of distance to town, note that
distance between location A and A′ is less than 100 m. On the other hand, the
developed system graded suitability of location A with 77 and graded location
A′ with 76 (out of 100) for industrial development.

Input maps store information about real world which are continuously chang-
ing properties. Applying threshold values in Boolean analysis leads to lose
information stored in the input maps. The user has no idea about best or
worst locations satisfying all constraints, because the result of Boolean anal-
ysis only consists of 1s and 0s which indicate it is a suitable location or not.
On the other hand, fuzzy site selection analysis provides locations in orderly
manner; each location has a suitability degree. For example, consider points
in Fig. 5(b) A, A′, B, B′, and C. Table 1 gives property values and results

Table 1
Properties of locations and results of Boolean and fuzzy analysis.

Locations Slope Distance to Distance to Boolean Fuzzy

(%) road (m) town (m) result result

A 3.0 300 4953.1 1 77

A′ 2.1 190 5045.0 0 76

B 1.4 995.7 2352.4 1 70

B′ 1.7 1051.2 2227.5 0 68

C 1.1 50 2197.3 1 90

associated with the locations. It is noted that location A, B, and C are suit-
able locations according to Boolean analysis. Since values of locations A, B,
and C are 1 in the output Boolean map, the user has no idea about which
is better for industrial development. Fuzzy result provides this information to
user with no further processing requirements.

The developed system can be used not only to make decisions but also to
classify the study area into classes, which are defined as linguistic terms (i.e.,
classes do not have sharply defined intervals). For the developed system, clas-
sification is similar to making decisions using rules. Using fuzzy logic method-
ologies in the classification avoid the high loss of information, which occurs
when data are processed using conventional classification methods [9]. Since
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fuzzy logic approach allows a user-defined tolerance to the class limits in the
form of transition zones, intermediate conditions can be better described and
gradual changes or transitions in the property values can be better expressed.
Therefore, more continuous approach to classification leads to more realistic
assessment of continuous landscape.

3 Discussion

The classical set theory used in conventional GIS software imposes artificial
precision on inherently imprecise information about the real world and fails
to model the way of human thinking about the real world.

Fuzzy logic offers a way to represent and handle uncertainty present in the
continuous real world. Extending GIS with fuzzy set theory assist the GIS user
to make decisions using experts’ experiences in the decision-making process.
Experts’ experiences and human knowledge described in natural languages
can be captured by fuzzy if-then rules. Therefore, decision-makers can express
their constraints through the use of natural language interfaces. A GIS with
fuzzy set theory enable decision-makers to express imprecise concepts that are
used with geographic data. The capacity of taking linguistic information from
decision-makers permits the decision-maker to more easily develop the criteria
and softens the constraints and goals in order to find suitable sites. In addition,
decision-maker has no longer need to produce maps for each criterion.

Moreover, all locations in the input space are mapped to a degree of suitability
using property values of locations and rules defined by the decision-maker.
Therefore, values of locations in the fuzzy output map derived from fuzzy
inference process can be available in orderly manner. Note that Boolean result
contains only a set of 1 and 0 values. Another advantage of fuzzy inference
is that fuzzy result of a decision-making process provides a set of locations
whose attribute values partially satisfy the constraints posed by the user.

The proposed system provides not only a powerful tool to the GIS user to
make decisions in vague concepts but also the system

• has easy to use graphical user interfaces which enable even a newcomer to
fuzzy set theory to define rules without necessarily knowing all the under-
lying concepts of the fuzzy set theory,

• is not dedicated to a specific GIS problem,
• covers the most commonly used membership functions,
• provides different inference methods and aggregation methods,
• has different operators for set operations (i.e., conjunction and disjunction

operators),
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• offers different defuzzification methods, and
• is rich with the number of possible designs.

This richness of the system allows GIS users to approximate various complex
ill-defined problems in decision-making processes and classification.
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